
Starships D6 / Huppla Pasa Tisc Shipwrights Collective Nantex-class Territorial Starfighter
Name:

Genosian Starfighter

Type: Huppla Pasa Tisc Shipwrights Collective

Nantex-class Territorial Starfighter

Scale: Starfighter

Length: 9.8 Meters

Skill: Starfighter Piloting - Nantex

Crew: 1

Crew Skill: Starfighter Piloting 4D, Starship

Gunnery 4D

Consumables: 1 Week

Cost: 45,000 (used)

Cargo Capacity: 15 Kilograms

Hyperdrive Multiplier: NA

Hyperdrive Backup: NA

Nav Computer: uses Astromech

Space: 7

Atmosphere: 350;1000kmh

Maneuverability: 3D+2 *

Hull: 4D+2

Shields: 0D

Sensors:

         Passive: 20/0D

         Scan: 35/1D

         Search: 50/2D

         Focus: 2/3D

Weapons:

         Laser Cannon

                 Fire Arc: Turret

                 Fire Control: 2D

                 Space: 1-2/10/20

                 Atmosphere Range: 100-200/1/2km

                 Damage: 5D

* - The Maneuverability mainly comes from the dozens of tractor/repulsor beam projectors mounted on

the hull, these can be set to reduce the manueverability of target craft by counting their manueverability.

In use points from the Manueverability are allocated to modify the manueverability of target starfighter

scale craft, if enough Nantex fighters co-operate, the manueverability can be reduced to negative dice. 

Description: The Nantex class fighter is a twin needle nosed fighter craft design for use by the Genosians



for defence of their factories and territory. The cockpit is designed for a Genosian pilot, and unless

retrofitted for another species, the complex multi-axis control yokes are difficult to use (-2D to

manueverability). The ships main weapon is a turret mounted laser cannon, however this system, along

with the engine, is modular and can be replaced for specific missions. The fighters hull is covered with

dozens of independently-aiming narrow-beam tractor/repulsor projectors, these provide the fighter with its

fantastic manueverability, but can be used to restrain enemy craft as well. The outer hull of the Nantex is

constructed of woven reinforced laminasteel, this flexible building material allows the starfighter to

rebound from impacts which would fracture more rigid vessels, which is why the genosian designers felt it

unnecessary to mount the Nantex with shields. The Genosians never marketed this fighter to offworlders,

however a number were sold off after the Clone Wars as trophies, and their reliable build has allowed

them to continue operation as servicable starfighters. Rumours persist of quantities being found on

Genosia itself, but the Jedi clear up of this world would have located any caches that were in existence. 
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